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Aim
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• Some similarities and differences between
working with mathematical modelling in
‘school’ and mathematical modelling as a
‘professional task’
• Approaches to simulating modelling as a
‘professional task’ in educational settings
will be explored
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Introduction
The relevance of using
mathematics in out-of-school
activities (Romberg, 1992)

Workplace mathematics is more
complex and is situation dependent
(e.g. Harris, 1991; Noss & Hoyles,
1996; Wedege, 2010)
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”Developing work-based learning is a crucial
way to strengthen the links between the
education system and the labour market,
enhance youth employability and improve
transitions from education to work.” (OECD,
2015, p. 27)
“Coordination between school and working life
must be strengthened to ensure high quality of
education and strong involvement from
industry and the public sphere” (Skolverket,
2012, p. 12).
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”[A]n agenda for action is needed containing
short- and long-term activities that strengthen
the relation between industry and mathematics
education at school” ( Kaiser, van der Kooij &
Wake, 2013, p. 269)
“Mathematical modelling in education is the
most important educational interface between
mathematics and industry” (Li, 2013, p.51)
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“For successful transfer of mathematical
knowledge to client disciplines the theme of
mathematical modelling is a crucial educational
challenge. The lectures, books and laboratory
exercises are necessary, but the actual maturing
into an expert can only be achieved by ‘treating
real patients’ “ (Heilio, 2013, p. 224)
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“The basic philosophy behind the approach . . .
of the modelling workshop for higher education
is that to become proficient in modelling, you
must fully experience it – it is no good just
watching somebody else do it, or repeat what
somebody else has done – you must experience
it yourself. I would liken it to the activity of
swimming. You can watch others swim, you can
practice exercises, but to swim, you must be in
the water doing it yourself. “ (Burghes,1984, p.
xiii).
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Drakes (2012) argues for mirroring some parts
of expert modellers’ working practice into
teaching practise.
• spending a large proportion of
learning/teaching time on formulating the
problem and validating the solution
• “Students would ... benefit from seeing real
modelling done by experts. Seeing experts
deal with being stuck is informative, and
helps change the belief that experts simply
rely on intuition” (Drakes, 2012, p. 207)
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Summary
• Organisations, curricula documents,
researchers, educators, etc. call for
strengthening the relation between industry
and mathematics
• Modelling
• You learn it only by doing (Burghes,1984;
Heilio, 2013; Neunzert, 2013)
• Experts
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Similarities and differences
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f
Professional activity

School activity

Pre-modelling
Modelling
Post-modelling

Pre-modelling
Modelling
Post-modelling
f-1

School Pre-modelling
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In education modelling as a mathematical
classroom activity can be an aim in itself (to
develop modelling competencies) or have an
aim to develop a broader mathematical
ability (a didactical tool to learn mathematics)
(see e.g. Blum & Niss, 1991).
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School Pre-modelling
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Teachers or researchers usually deliver the
problems to the students and there is a
diversity and a richness of knowledge taught.
Some examples are related to: elementary arithmetic with base ten
blocks (Speiser & Walter, 2010), sound intensity and brightness (Riede,
2010), ranking statistical data (Carmona & Greenstein, 2010; English,
2010; Mousolides et al, 2010), solving linear pattern tasks (Amit & Neria,
2010), solving problems with geometry (Stillman, Brown, & Galbraith,
2010), with technology (Confrey & Maloney, 2007), different
representations of functions (Arzarello, Pezzi & Robutti, 2007), calculus
(Araújo & Salvador, 2001), non linear situations (De Bock, Van Dooren &
Janssens, 2007), multi-variable functions (Nisawa & Moriya, 2011),
interdisciplinary projects (Ng, 2011), traffic models (Blomhøj & Hoff
Kjeldsen, 2011), Determining the centre of the base area of the Tipi
(Rosa & Orey, 2013), finding the length of a spiral banister (Saeki &
Matsuzaki, 2013) Algal bloom problem (Geiger, 2013) etc....

Professional Pre-modelling
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Mathematical modelling as a professional
task (Frejd & Bergsten, submitted)
The aim is to explore how expert modellers
work with mathematical modelling in their
workplace
Sector

Area of expertise (Systems to model)

Air
industry
Banking

Models and simulations for aerodynamics and flight
mechanics
Risk models for banking

Biology
Climate

Risk models for the spread of diseases; optimization of
animal transportation
Climate models; models for aerodynamics

Insurance

Risk models used in insurance and banking

Physics

Models for new materials

Scheduling

Optimization models; scheduling

Traffic

Traffic simulations models

Various

Models for measurement instruments to identify and
estimate; models for water conservation plans

(Jablonka, 1996)
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Professional Pre-modelling
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• The modellers get orders/ problems from
clients
• The goals are to describe and simulate a
phenomenon in order to be able to predict (to
make prognoses about the future), design
(improving objects), or construct (objects)
• The models are developed to serve as basis
for decision making

Professional Pre-modelling
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• The
Thegoals
modellers
get orders/
problems
to simulate,
predict…similar
tofrom
the
clients
goals
of descriptive and prescriptive (Niss, 2015)
• The goals are to describe and simulate a
Inphenomenon
prescriptive modelling
thebeultimate
is to (to
in order to
able toaim
predict
pave
theprognoses
way for taking
actions
based on
make
about
the future),
design
decisions
resulting
fromorcertain
kind (objects)
of
(improving
objects),
construct
‘to
• mathematical
The models considerations,
are developedin
toother
servewords
as basis
change
the world’
rather than only ’to
for decision
making
understand the world’. (Niss, 2015)

Similarities and differences
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f
Professional activity

School activity

Pre-modelling
The models
are developed to
Modelling
serve as basis to learn
modelling
or mathematics.
Post-modelling

Teachers deliver the problem.
(Galbraith, 2013)

f-1

Pre-modelling
TheModelling
models are
developed to serve as
basis for decision
Post-modelling
making. Clients
Nishimura,
deliver the2015
problem.
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f
Professional activity

School activity

Pre-modelling
The models
are developed to
Modelling
serve as basis to learn
modelling
or mathematics.
Post-modelling

Teachers deliver the problem.
(Galbraith, 2013)

f-1

Pre-modelling
TheModelling
models are
developed to serve as
basis for decision
Post-modelling
making. Clients
Nishimura,
deliver the2015
problem.

Modelling as a school activity
• There is a diversity of
theoretical perspectives on
mathematical modelling in
mathematics education
literature
•

(e.g. Blum, Galbraith, Henn, & Niss, 2007;
Jablonka & Gellert, 2007; Garcia, Gascón,
Higueras & Bosch, 2006; Kaiser & Sriraman,
2006; Frejd, 2010; Geiger & Frejd, 2015)

ATD
Ethno-modelling

Modelling
cycle
M&M
Modelling interpreted
in commognition

Modelling as a school activity
Name of the
Approach
Realistic or applied modelling
Contextual modelling
Educational modelling
Socio-critical and sociocultural
modelling
Epistemological modelling
(Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006)
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Modelling as a school activity
Realistic
or
applied
modelling
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Modelling Week
Modelling Day
Modelling projects
Modelling competitions
(e.g. Hamson, 1987; Kaiser
& Stender, 2013; Kaiser at
al. 2013; Jiang, Xie & Ye,
2007; Haan, 2003; etc.)
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Modelling as a school activity
Realistic
or
applied
modelling
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Modelling as a school activity
Contextual
modelling

Word problems
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Modelling as a school activity
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An infectious disease is
spreading in a city. The number
of infected
increase from 200
Contextual
to 400 during 24h. Develop a
modelling
model and estimate the
number of infected after yet
another four days, if the
increase is:
a) Linear
b) Exponential
Which model seems most
accurate?

(Frejd, 2013)
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“To ‘model’ in
mathematics means to do
a mathematical model,
which is a simplification
of a real situation. You
start to do assumptions
and estimations and then
use computation”

How long time does
it take to walk up the
stairs to the top
floor?

Ärlebäck,
2009
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Modelling as a school activity
Socio-critical
and
sociocultural
Modelling

“The bean and corn seeds donated
by the Government begin to be
distributed in yesterday afternoon.
There are 37.5 tons, 25 tons of bean
and 12.5 tons of corn seed. About
8000 subsistence farmers will be
benefited.
According to the mayor, each farmer
will receive 3 kg of bean and 2 kg of
corn.”
(Barbosa, 2006)

Modelling as a school activity
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Epistemological
Modelling
I Love Modelling

(Ruiz, Bosch & Gascón, 2007)

”Workshop”
MONTH

May

June

July

Sold

100

329

264

Total costs (€)

550

1122,5

960

Total incomes (€)

520

1710,8

1372,8

Benefits (€)

-30

588,3

412,8

August

A constant unitary cost c = 2,5 €, a constant unitary price p =
5,2 € and a constant fixed cost L = 300 €.
Q0: In the given initial conditions, is it possible to obtain a
benefit of 3000 € in August by selling a reasonable number of
T-shirts?
(Ruiz, Bosch & Gascón, 2007)

Wiris

1. Isolated functions of one
variable
2. Family of functions of one
variable and the corrsponding
parametrical equation.
3. Family of functions of 2 or
more variables

B(x)=5,2x-(2,5x+300)
I Love Modelling

Bc(x)=5,2x-(cx+300)
BL(x)=5,2x-(2,5x+L)
B (c,L,x)=5,2x-(cx+L)
B (p,c,L,x)=px-(cx+L)

(Ruiz, Bosch & Gascón, 2007)

Modelling as a school activity
Summary of
modelling as a
school activity

•
•
•
•
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Collaboration
Communication
Adapt models
Develop models
• Well formulated
problems
• Use pre-defined data
• Analyse data
• Some technology

31
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Modelling as a professional activity
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Data-generated modelling
The work of gathering, interpreting, synthesizing, and transforming
data as the underlying base for identifying variables, relationships and
constraints about a phenomenon used in the development process

Theory-generated modelling
The work of setting up new equations based on already theorised and
established physical equations, followed by the activation of computer
resources for computational purposes to solve the new equations with
aim to get information about the ‘theorised’ equations

Model-generated modelling
Models are constructed by identifying situations on which some mathematics or established mathematical models can be directly applied

 Modelling Activity Schemes

JULY 27, 2015

Modelling as a professional activity
Data-generated modelling
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Constructor
Client

Expert

Problem

“It is rarely a problem is pre-packed and ready.
Mostly it becomes quite a long dialogue withIdentify
those
/select
who own the problem, to try to understand the
problem, understand their language, to find processes
out
variables
what kind of data they have. This dialogue may
be etc
Computer
incredibly difficult, as there are often conditions that
support
are completely obvious to them and so self evident
that they don’t even mention them.” (Scheduling)

Data

Output

Model

Acceptable solution

In-put

Effectiveness

Usefulness

Re-formulate
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Modelling as a professional activity
Theory-generated modelling
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Constructor
Problem (theorised)

More or less I know the equations that
Re-formulate
influence these
materials I’m looking at.
The problem then is that they cannot be
Math model
fully solved exactly, so you have to do
some type of mathematical modelling
Data
Computer
[…] In my case there is a mathematical
support
modelling activity also in the very
calculations. To get these material
OutComputer
Invalues
properties,put
we have
putand material
Model
to model our equations further and
include approximations. (Physics)
Acceptable solution

Expert

Effectiveness

Usefulness

Client
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Modelling as a professional activity
Model-generated modelling
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Constructor
Client

Identify which models
and how existing models
Basically
it
is
knowledge
about mathematical
methods
There are many tools
so we do not
build
canconstructed,
be adapted

Expert

Apply on
a problem

Computer
This
part of developing models can be a large or a
support
Data
small
part of our projects. We can use an already
defined traffic simulation model. (Traffic)
Output

Model

Acceptable solution

Input

Effectiveness

Usefulness

that
do
the work,
and sometimes
problem
everything
ourselves,
insteadyou
youstart
oftenwith
startthe
with
something
and
thenexisting
you addand
a method
[…] Ita is
basically
the same
already
if you have
special
product
you may
thing
bugsscripts
fly between
oakput
trees
if animals
are
write if
some
that you
intoorthe
program.
(Banking)
transported in trucks. (Biology)
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Modelling as a professional activity
Modelling
activity
Datagenerated
modelling

Theorygenerated
modelling

Modelgenerated
modelling

39

Description

Main focus lies within the data
• frame the problem formulations
• identification of parameters, variables, constants, process
• serving as base for the construction and validation of the
models.
Goal to develop a theory
• development of new models based on already
established (perhaps amended) theory,
• re-formulating the given problem in the mathematical
domain; employs computer simulations for the study and
validation of the new models.
Is a part of all constructors’ work
• the application of mathematics or already established
(perhaps adapted) models in new contexts and situations

JULY 27, 2015

Modelling as a professional activity
Summary of
modelling as a
school activity
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• Teamwork
• Computer support
• Communication between
different actors (clients,
operators and other experts)
• Validation
• Expert opinions
• Statistics and back testing on
old data
• Experiments

Similarities and differences
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f
Professional activity

School activity

Modelling
Collaboration
Modelling
Communication
Adapt
models
Post-modelling

Modelling
• Collaboration
Modelling
• Communication
• Adapt models
Post-modelling

•
•
•
• Develop models

• Develop models

f-1

Similarities and differences
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f
Professional activity

School activity

Modelling
Collaboration
Modelling
Communication
Adapt
models
Post-modelling

Modelling
• Computer support
Modelling
• Division of labour
• Knowledge and
Post-modelling

•
•
•
• Develop models

experiences
• The three schemes

f-1

School Post-modelling
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There are also major differences between the
professional and the educational contexts in
terms of objectives and consequences of the
modelling activity (cf. Wake, 2014, p. 272).
For example, in the classroom mathematical
models constructed by students are seldom
put to use in a context of practice, or in other
ways involve risks.

Professional Post-modelling
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Of course there are risks of using models and
sometimes one talks about model risks and that is
exactly that you have missed something, that you
use the model in a context where it should not be
used. Or you use it even if the conditions are not
fulfilled, or that the assumptions maybe worked
when you made the model […] the customer has
paid money today to get it back as a pension after
twenty years and when you get there no money is
left. (Banking)

Professional Post-modelling
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If I look at it from the perspective of the
animals and an optimiser, then this farm […]
should not be allowed to have cows he should
have pigs […] this slaughter house you should
not place here as it would create very long
animal transports (Biology)
Suddenly you take away the power from
people that used to have power, to be able to
construct schedules for themselves, and this
power is now given to outsiders. (Scheduling)

Similarities and differences
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f
Professional activity

School activity

•

Post-Modelling
The models
are seldom put
Modelling
to use in a context of
practice,
or in other ways
Post-modelling

Post-Modelling
• The models are put in
Modelling
practice
• Involve risks of using
Post-modelling

involve risks

the models

f-1

Conclusion
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....differences in how modellers, teachers and
students work with modelling in different
practices in terms of the goal with the modelling
activity, the risks involved in using the models,
the use of technology, division of labour and
the construction of mathematical models.
...similarities identified described as important
aspects of modelling work in the different
practices, such as communication,
collaboration, projects, and the use of
applying and adapting pre-defined models.

Discussion

JULY 27, 2015

These major differences between modelling
work in educational and non-educational
contexts seem to entail that mathematical
modelling in school becomes an unrealistic
utopia in terms of coherence to noneducational professional practice.
“inaccessible phenomena” (Gainsburg, 2003,
p. 263)
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Simulation
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Clearly not created for
educational purposes
1. It connects to an out-ofschool origin
2. It is binary
3. It can be applied to
seperate task aspects
4. It is actor independen,
which can be certified by
actors (stakeholders,
modelling researchers)

(Vos, 2011, p. 271)

Simulation
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(Vos, 2015)

Simulation
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(Vos, 2015)

Simulation
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(Vos, 2015)

Simulation
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(Vos, 2015)
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Simulation

Management meeting
(Edwards & Morton,
1987)
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Terminology - simulation, gaming and roleplay

• Confused in literature (Armstrong, 2003)
• Simulation is “a simplified reproduction of part of a real or
imaginary world” (van Ments, 1999, p. 3)
• Gaming is “a structured system of competitive play that
incorporates the material to be learned” (van Ments,
1999, p. 3)
• Role-play is “a make-believe representation of some reallife event, carried out in order to help participants [who
play a role] get better at managing the event itself”
(McGuire & Priestley, 1981, p. 87)
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Role playing in education
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• Has been known as an activity for education since 1940
(Williams, 2014) and it has gained momentum
• In school, role-playing occurs most frequently in the
humanities, i.e. history, literature, politics, and sociology
(van Ments, 1999), also in business (Armstrong, 2003) and
healthcare education (Nestel & Tierney, 2007)
• Emphasizing decision making (e.g. Belova et al., 2013)
• ERIC - 44 hits
• Research into role play and mathematics with older
students seems to be non-existent (Williams, 2014)
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Role playing in education
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• The idea is ”to give students the opportunity to practice
interacting with others in certain roles. The situation is
defined by producing a scenario and a set of roledescriptions. The scenario gives a background to the
particular problem or environment and indicates the
constraints which operate. The role-descriptions give
profiles of the people involved” (van Ments, 1999, p. 9)
Powerful, motivating, provide meaningful contexts, increase
students’ skills in collaboration and communication
(Griffiths, 2005; Gifford, 2005; Ginsburg 2002, 2009; van
Ments, 1999; Williams, 2014).
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Role playing in education
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“The findings suggest that role play is useful for
mathematical learning and that it is possible to engage in
complex mathematics through role play. I argue that the
potency of role play is its ability to suspend disbelief and
engage children as participants in a community of learners.
This study also concludes there is potential for developing
children’s mathematical awareness and metacognition
through reflecting on role play.” (Williams, 2014, p.3)
In tackling mathematical content within the role play,
children were observed thinking mathematically, engaged in
in gathering and ordering information, analysing information
and making conjectures (Williams, 2014)
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Role playing in education
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• An example of a role play emphasizing aspects found in
‘modelling as a professional activity’
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Role playing in education
The scenario
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Role playing in education
The scenario
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“The long-term goal of the predator policy in Sweden
is to achieve and conserve a healthy population
of wolf, bear, wolverine, lynx and golden eagles. A
credible predator policy also requires an active
management to strengthen the confidence in the
predator policy and contributes to a better
coexistence between humans and large predators
“(p.14)... “the aim is to create a good balance
between the predator population and the impact
it causes on business, public and individual
interests” (p. 16)... (SOU 2012/13:191, my
translation)
How many wolves should we have in Sweden?

Role playing in education
Role-descriptions
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Role playing in education
Role-descriptions
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Students preparation/ research

Role playing in education
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Expert guidance/expert opinions/ expert evaluation
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Role playing in education
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The presentation

(Edwards & Morton, 1987)
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Role playing in education
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Debriefing
The teacher may allow an opportunity to discuss and correct
errors that may occur during or after the role-play. (van
Ments, 1999)
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Role playing in education
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Implementing role-play
1. Objectives
2. Choose Context & Roles
3. Introduction
4. Student preparation/research
5. The Role-Play
6. Debriefing
7. Assessment

http://serc.carleton.edu/introgeo/rolepla
ying/howto.html

JULY 27, 2015

Future research (some examples)

1. What challenges and opportunities are there of using roleplay for teaching and learning modelling?
2. To what extent is it possible to simulate professional
modelling practice with the use of role play?
3. What are the various theories relating to the contribution
of role play to learning modelling?
4. What are students attitudes in relation to role play and
modelling?
5. How may assessment of modelling be organized in the
activity of role play?

71

Thank you for your
attention!
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